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Abstract

Background : The process of adding new knowledge in the form of rules
to already running Clinical Decision Support Systems (CDSSs) in hospitals is
extremely costly and time consuming. There are two principal limitations: (1)
the lack of a broad consensus regarding a uniform representation of clinical rules;
and (2) the integration of new rule-based knowledge into hospital information
systems.

Objective: To provide a guideline with which to support knowledge acquis-
ition for rule-based CDSSs and to facilitate the integration of that knowledge
into hospital datasets using standard clinical terminologies and ontologies as
reference elements.

Materials and methods: We have designed a straightforward 4-step meth-
odology with which to incorporate the external knowledge sources and data
integration required to run CDSSs in hospitals. This lightweight methodology
is based on a reference ontology that integrates standard clinical terminologies
and its objective is to effectively acquire procedural knowledge in the form of
rules.

Results: We have applied the methodology in the context of antimicrobial
stewardship at a hospital. Recommendations from the European Committee
on Antimicrobial Susceptibility Testing (EUCAST) were added to WASPSS,
a CDSS running at the hospital. The reference ontology combines a subset
of ATC terminologies for antibiotics and those of NCBI for microorganisms,
including 584 and 1,714 concepts, respectively. A total of 94 new rules were
added to the CDSS so as to represent EUCAST knowledge. We also evaluated
different implementations in order to study their scalability, during which time
we analysed Drools 7.5 as a production rule engine, HermiT as an ontology
reasoner and RuQAR as an integration tool. Our experiments show that the
combination of a production rule engine and an ontology reasoner in runtime is
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more efficient than using a single rule engine with a knowledge base derived from
the reference ontology (1.9 times faster than the next approach when executing
1,000 expert rules on an ontology of 1,000 concepts).

Discussion: The methodology proposed helped to implement the knowledge
acquisition process of EUCAST rules in a running CDSS. This methodology is
applicable to other clinical domains when knowledge can be modelled with rules.
Since it is a lightweight methodology, different implementation strategies are
possible. The use of clinical standards also facilitates the future interoperation
between CDSSs, particularly when using SNOMED as a reference ontology and
employing future rule-sharing standards.

Keywords: Clinical decision support systems, Rule-based systems, Knowledge
acquisition, Semantic interoperability, Antimicrobial Susceptibility Testing

1. Introduction

Modern clinical decision support systems (CDSS) have the objective of provid-
ing healthcare professionals with relevant knowledge [1, 2]. The CDSSs running
in clinical institutions are currently having a growing impact on patients’ health-
care and these systems are, therefore, under strict supervision and are strongly5

constrained. For example, if a CDSS is part of the clinical activity flow, it
must be integrated into the hospital’s Health Information System and other
databases following local regulations. These technical requirements signify that
CDSS decisions are often computed using the production rules paradigm, which
is considered an efficient, scalable and mature technology.10

CDSSs are, at present, specifically adapted to the requirements of each hos-
pital. However, the acquisition of new knowledge may have a positive effect
on the quality of the system outcome. Indeed, physicians in daily practice
share strategies and protocols published by high quality-tested recommenders,
such as international healthcare institutions or national health systems. For15

example, European health institutions have recently published a catalogue of
rules (EUCAST expert rules) in order to assist microbiologists during the tests
carried out to evaluate the clinical success of an antibiotic against an infec-
tion [3]. Examples of these kinds of rules are (Rule 1.3) “IF the microorgan-
ism belongs to the Enterobacter cloacae species, THEN report as resistant to20

Amoxicillin-clavulanate”, or (Rule 13.5) “IF an Enterobacteriaceae is resistant
to ciprofloxacin, THEN report as resistant to all fluoroquinolones”.

We essentially identify two reasons why new knowledge is acquired by run-
ning CDSSs in hospitals: to interoperate with other CDSSs and to incorporate
knowledge from specialised literature.25

The interoperability between CDSSs, which is understood as the ability of
systems to exchange interpretable data, is not a simple issue and, from the
computational point of view, knowledge sharing is perhaps the most common
bottleneck. In our opinion, there are two general strategies in literature by which
to approach the mechanism of knowledge communication between systems: the30

bottom-up and the top-down strategies.
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The first strategy in the process of CDSS interoperation (top-down) is to
make all hospitals to share a single ontology, denominate as the global ontology,
in order to define concepts and procedural knowledge (such as rules). This is
a well-known approach in the Semantic Web community, in which the global35

ontology provides a homogeneous vocabulary with which to link terms, along
with the axioms and relations between them [4]. However, when CDSSs are
already in use in hospitals, the top-down approach implies a high-cost design.
This approach requires the development of a global ontology in order to cover
the terms employed at all hospitals and the redesign of each current knowledge40

base so as to adapt the rules to this ontology.
The objective of the bottom-up strategy is to minimise changes in the current

representation of information in the CDSSs. From the point of view of medical
informatics, this approach is considered to be a general interoperability problem.
The common solution is to use a standard clinical model (reference model) to45

enable the use of communication mechanisms between the CDSSs. That is, each
system maps its current terminology onto the reference model (e.g. SNOMED)
to be shared.

Unlike CDSS interoperability, the acquisition of knowledge extracted from
specialised literature does not require the development of technology for inform-50

ation interchange. Traditional approaches require a manual acquisition process
carried out by knowledge engineers and validated by specialists. Human in-
tervention is an advantage when different levels of granularity exist between
the knowledge available in the sources (literature) and the rules and databases
of the CDSS. This approach lacks standard mechanisms. However, the use of55

automatic or semi-automatic mechanisms could help to save costs and time.
To continue with the EUCAST example, the CDSS knowledge base stores

specific treatments (e.g. ciprofloxacin, an antimicrobial) while the rule “IF an
Enterobacteriaceae is resistant to ciprofloxacin, THEN report as resistant to all
fluoroquinolones” is also defined over more general terms, such as Enterobac-60

teriaceae, which is a large family of bacteria and fluoroquinolones, which is the
group of antibiotics to which ciprofloxacin belongs.

Despite their differences, knowledge acquisition and CDSS interoperability
approaches have to deal with similar problems: (1) the convenience of using
ontologies to model new knowledge; (2) the need to extend the reasoning ca-65

pacities of CDSS to support this new knowledge; and (3) the need to integrate
CDSS reasoning into hospital information systems.

Various methodologies with which to extract and acquire knowledge have
appeared in recent medical literature [5, 6] and some proposals suggest the use
of theoretical models to interchange knowledge between rules. However, little70

attention is paid to approaching both problems from a holistic perspective in
practical scenarios.

In this work, we propose a straightforward-4-step methodology with which to
import knowledge from an external source in a rule-based CDSS. This methodo-
logy is suitable for acquiring the knowledge extracted from specialised literature75

but is also an essential step as regards enabling future CDSS interoperability.
The contributions of this paper are:
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• A review of the essential principles of clinical production rules and the cat-
egorization of recent efforts concerning clinical knowledge representation
in perspective (Sections 2 and 6).80

• A novel lightweight methodology based on a reference ontology (REO) to
support the acquisition of new knowledge in rule-based CDSSs (Section
3).

• The evaluation of our proposal, which was carried out by applying the
methodology to a running CDSS for the antimicrobial testing problem85

and the realization of scalability experiments. This is, to the best of our
knowledge, the first methodological approach to incorporate EUCAST
rules into a CDSS (Sections 4 and 5).

2. Background

In this section, we review the essential components of production rule sys-90

tems, the principal approaches related to clinical rule representation, the tech-
nologies employed to integrate production rules and semantic technologies and,
finally, current standard clinical terminologies.

2.1. Production rules systems

Rule-based systems (RBSs) have been used as the basis for many CDSSs.95

These systems make it possible to model clinical knowledge by using sets of
rules, also called production rules, in the form of IF-THEN statements. When
the conditions in the IF part are met, the system executes the actions indicated
by the THEN part. These two parts are also called the left-hand side (LHS)
and the right-hand side (RHS) of the rule, respectively.100

The set of rules contained in an RBS is commonly known as a knowledge
base. The data currently available in the database that is relevant for the
problem to be solved (facts) is loaded into a memory area called the working
memory. Depending on the facts available there, the RBS selects one rule from
the knowledge base to be fired in order to generate new facts or execute the105

corresponding actions.
Two kind of reasoning mechanisms are available in RBSs. On the one hand,

in forward chaining the LHS of the rules is checked against the available facts,
and the RHS is launched when all the requirements in the LHS are met. On
the other hand, in backward chaining the reasoning starts with a list of goals110

or hypothesis, present in the RHS of any rule, and the LHS requirements are
searched for among the available facts and the RHS of other rules. In clinical
decision support tasks, forward chaining is the most extended mechanisms for
prognosis, monitoring and control, while backward chaining is most frequently
used in diagnosis problems.115

CLIPS [7], Jess [8], and Drools [9] are examples of production rules engines
that are widely used in industry and research. CLIPS, written in C, was de-
veloped by NASA in 1984 and has been used in many industrial applications,
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rule ”Unique name o f the ru l e ”
@. . . ( . . . ) // Rule meta−data
when // IF . . .

// Patterns to f ind within the working memory (LHS)
. . .

then // THEN . . .
// Actions , wr i t ten in Java , to perform when the ru l e i s f i r e d (RHS)
. . .

end

Figure 1: Example of syntax used by Drools to represent IF-THEN rules.

along with some medical expert systems such as Germwatcher [10]. Jess, de-
veloped in 1995 and written in Java, is based on CLIPS and has been used to120

integrate clinical guidelines into CDSSs [11]. Finally, Drools, also written in
Java, was developed in 2001 and acquired by Red Hat in 2006. It has been
used in various clinical applications, such as an expert system for the clinical
monitoring of anaesthesia [12] and a telecardiology decision support system [13].
These systems interpret different syntaxes in order to code the “IF-THEN” rules125

used in common language. For example, Figure 1 depicts the syntax followed
by Drools to represent this kind of knowledge.

2.2. Knowledge exchange and the semantic approach

The problem of exchanging knowledge and rules has been a key topic since
the beginning of CDSS research.130

A rule-based language, called Arden syntax, was specifically developed in
order to share medical knowledge bases [14, 15]. It includes statements such
as database queries, IF-THEN blocks, and actions that can provide physicians
with alerts. However, the mapping problem persists, since the data elements
have to be mapped onto the database employed in each institution before using135

a shared module.
A milestone as regards sharing interpretable knowledge is the Sematic Web

proposal of [4]. Berners-Lee and colleagues proposed to incorporate semantic
meaning into the data available in the World Wide Web. This would allow
software agents to understand relationships between data and obtain meaning-140

ful results in their searches. Ontologies, as a basic component of the Semantic
Web, would provide a homogeneous vocabulary with which to link all these
data. The language most frequently used to define ontologies is currently OWL
[16]. OWL, which is based on description logic, allows the definition of classes
with which to model the concepts in a specific domain, individuals to model145

the objects in that domain, object properties to represent relationships between
individuals and datatype properties to represent relationships between individu-
als and literals. Each element has a unique identifier (IRI) within the ontology.
Furthermore, OWL identifies two kinds of statements: the TBox statements,
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which contain axioms regarding classes and properties, and the ABox state-150

ments, which include axioms related to individuals.
The inference of new relationships between individuals and classes is pos-

sible owing to the semantics of the available assertions. To continue with the
EUCAST example from Section 1, if the Enterobacteriaceae family is a subclass
of Gram-negative and the concept Escherichia coli is a subclass of Enterobac-155

teriaceae, we can infer that it is also a subclass of Gram-negative thanks to the
transitivity property of the isSubclassOf relationship.

These inferences are computed by specific programs, denominated as se-
mantic reasoners, such as Pellet [17] and HermiT [18]. These reasoners can also
identify other semantic problems owing to the expressiveness of OWL language,160

such as inconsistency or undecidability, which may lead to an ontology that is,
from a practical point of view, useless.

2.3. Rules and semantics

Since ontologies are conceptual models, they are not intended to be used for
the same reasoning processes as production rules. Many approaches with which165

to incorporate rule-based knowledge into ontologies have, therefore, appeared:
The Semantic Web Rule Language (SWRL) [19] extends the OWL axioms to
allow the definition of IF-THEN rules that can be stored within the ontology.
The Rule Interchange Format (RIF) [20] was developed as part of the Semantic
Web infrastructure to provide a core dialect for the definition of rules that could170

be translated into other rule languages. Finally, the SPARQL Inferencing Nota-
tion (SPIN) [21] and the Shapes Constraint Language (SHACL) [22], SPIN’s
successor, allow the representation of rules and constraints using the SPARQL
query language, which is widely used by the Semantic Web community.

Some works are, in contrast, focused on extending the available rule engines175

to make use of the existing OWL ontologies without incorporating further nota-
tions or formats. Some examples of this are: CLIPS-OWL [23], which generates
a CLIPS knowledge base from an OWL ontology; Thea [24], which makes it pos-
sible to work with OWL ontologies from Prolog; DLEJena, [25] which relies on
Pellet to perform TBox reasoning, and on Jena to execute ABox-related rules,180

and RuQAR [26], which uses HermiT to perform TBox reasoning, generate a set
of rules and facts in an intermediate language and translate them into different
rule engine languages, such as those used by Jess or Drools.

2.4. Standard Clinical Terminology

There are many ontologies and terminologies with which to formalise clinical185

concepts. In this work we focus on three of the most relevant ones: SNOMED,
ATC and NCBI taxonomy.

The Systematized Nomenclature of Medicine Clinical Terms (SNOMED) is
an exhaustive general terminology of clinical terms with multilingual support.
SNOMED is principally used as a reference terminology to ease system interop-190

eration and processable clinical content. From the computational point of view,
SNOMED is organised in overlapped hierarchies of clinical concepts. SNOMED
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describes unique clinical concepts (over 30,000 terms), and the relations between
them, with several descriptions (over 728,000). SNOMED is mapped with dif-
ferent standard terminologies, such as ICD-10 in its last release (v. 1.37.2 issued195

in January 2018), and other integrations are currently under development (e.g.
LOINC-SNOMED CT cooperation project).

In pharmacy, one of the terminologies most frequently used is the Ana-
tomical Therapeutic Chemical (ATC) classification system [27]. In this onto-
logy, the active substances of drugs are classified in different levels according to200

their anatomical/pharmacological group (first level), therapeutic/pharmacolo-
gical groups (second level) and their chemical, pharmacological or therapeutic
subgroups (third and fourth levels). The most specific concept level (fifth level)
is the chemical substance. Each term has a code, which is obtained by aggreg-
ating the codes of its parent terms and a unique identifier within its level. For205

example, ciprofloxacin has the ATC code J01MA02 because it belongs to the
groups Antiinfectives for systemic use (J), Antibacterials for systemic use (01),
Quinolone antibacterials (M) and Fluoroquinolones (A) and its identifier, which
is included at the end (02).

With regard to terminologies for microorganisms, they are usually based on210

the common ranks used in zoology, such as Family, Genus and Species, which
classify organisms according to their similarities or their capacity to produce
fertile offspring. However, these criteria are difficult to observe in the case of
microorganisms [28]. The NCBI taxonomy [29] is a curated classification of or-
ganisms based on their genetic similarities yet relying on the current taxonomic215

literature. It is being used to index the genetic sequences available in public
databases and is in a state of continuous growth and revision.

3. Methodology Proposed

In this work, we propose a straightforward lightweight methodology with
which to acquire new clinical rules for CDSSs from clinical knowledge sources.220

This methodology assumes that reasoning is based on production rules and that
existing CDSSs are already running and integrated into the Health Information
Systems (HIS) of the hospital. Changes made to the reasoning mechanisms and
knowledge representation must, therefore, be minimised.

This methodology is driven by the reference ontology (REO). This ontology225

is essentially the reuse of standard clinical terminologies. REO is used to rep-
resent the minimal set of concepts and relations from the knowledge sources
needed to update the knowledge base with new production rules. The use of
REO has to deal with: the lack of ontology inference mechanisms for production
rule systems and the mapping with local terms from HIS databases.230

The REO methodology consists of 4 steps: REO definition, mapping local
terms, extending reasoning properties and implementing new rules. Figure 2
summarises the REO methodology and we explain these steps in what remains
of this section.
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Figure 2: Four-step REO methodology: (1) REO definition, (2) mapping local terms, (3)
extending reasoning properties; and (4) implementing new production rules.

3.1. Step 1: Define the Reference Ontology235

The first step is to define the Reference Ontology (REO). The purpose of
the REO is to represent concepts, relations and properties extracted from the
clinical knowledge sources to be used as a reference for rule definition.

The REO has to be designed in accordance with the following criteria:

• Ontology consensus: the REO is obtained by means of consensus between240

the clinicians and knowledge engineers, who are responsible for validation
and technical details, respectively.

• Concept granularity: the REO represents concepts in different levels of
abstraction, considering the definitions of the clinical knowledge of sources
and the local terminology used in HIS databases.245

• Minimal coverage: the REO includes the minimum number of concepts
and relations necessary to express the elements of the knowledge sources
used in the new rules. This decision is biased by the need to save design
time, costs and computational efficiency.

• Standards: the REO is a subset of one or several standard clinical termin-250

ologies (e.g. ICD, SNOMED, LOINC, ATC, etc.). Although the definition
of a complete new ontology might be considered in reduced clinical scen-
arios, the reuse of high quality specific terminologies is recommended for
the sake of extensibility and interoperability.
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Enterobacteriaceae

Escherichia

Escherichia coli

Salmonella

Quinolone antibacterials

Fluoroquinolones

Ciprofloxacin

Moxifloxacin

Ofloxacin

Microorganisms ontology Antimicrobials ontology

Gram Negative

Salmonella enterica

Figure 3: Example of REOs with which to implement EUCAST rules in a CDSS. Enterobac-
teriaceae, Fluoroquinolones and Ciprofloxacin are mandatory because they are required for
rule definition. The other concepts are commonly used in our CDSS and are included to
facilitate curation and matching with local codes.

• T-Box: The reference ontology contains TBox elements only. That is, it255

must have concepts and relationships, but it must be empty of axioms
regarding individuals (concept instances).

In practice, the clinical context or the health-care stakeholders may suggest
this REO ontology. For instance, healthcare organisms might encourage the use
of SNOMED-CT [30, 31] in order to facilitate data gathering and interoperabil-260

ity with external systems. In other situations, there are many public repositories
(e.g. OBOFoundry [32]) with available ontologies that can be reused, pruned
and/or adapted to the context required. Finally, several tools with which to ex-
tract ontological relationships from a database schema and/or data are available
[33–35], whose results can be used as a starting point for the definitive ontology.265

Example: According to the EUCAST guiding example, the general con-
cepts of Enterobacteriaceae and Fluoroquinolones must exist in our reference
ontology in order to allow the definition of Rule 13.5. Other more specific con-
cepts must also be present, since they are part of other rules or in order to
facilitate subsequent matching with the concepts used by the system. For ex-270

ample, Ciprofloxain is a kind of Fluoroquinolones that must be present because
it is needed to define Rule 13.5.Escherichia coli and Salmonella enterica are,
meanwhile, present in the ontology as child concepts of Enterobateriaceae be-
cause they are common results in microbiology tests, yet no rule refers to them
specifically. For similar reasons, the antimicrobials Moxifloxacin and Ofloxacin275

are present as children of the Fluoroquinolones concept. A graphical represent-
ation of this example of a REO is shown in Figure 3.

3.2. Step 2: Mapping the local terms

The goal of the second step is to allow the REO individuals to be added to
the knowledge base of the CDSS. If a new CDSS is created, this step means280

the development of an ontology-based CDSS. However, in this methodology we
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assume that a rule-based CDSS is already in use. In this case, CDSS rules are
often linked to terms in hospital databases and a mapping process is, there-
fore, needed between the REO concepts and the local database terms. This
methodology has the following criteria:285

• Standard local terminologies: If the local databases use standard clinical
terminologies, it might be convenient to incorporate these terminologies
into the REO (Step 1).

• Specific mapping: The terms from the local databases are mapped onto
the most specific concept of the REO, that is, the lowest term in the290

hierarchy.

• ABox: Mapped terms are asserted, as individuals, in the ABox of the
REO.

• Partial mapping: Not all concepts and terms are mapped. Those concepts
of the highest level of abstraction are not mapped onto database elements,295

but they might be inferred in ontology subsumption reasoning. Database
terms might not be mapped onto REO concepts when they are not directly
involved in the topic of the clinical knowledge source.

From the practical point of view, concept-term mapping is not an immediate
issue. Moreover, the ontology instances that are asserted should include the300

primary key values used to link the database terms. This can be achieved by
using different approaches, such as employing data type properties or including
these data in their IRI. The goal is to facilitate their retrieval during the next
steps of this methodology.

It may occur that some local terms cannot be mapped with any concept. In305

these cases, we might consider going back to Step 1 and revising the ontology
in order to include the missing concepts. However, when the terms without a
match are of no interest as regards our problem, we can ignore them or map
them with a generic concept to ensure the entire mapping between data and
ontology. For instance, if our global rules are focused on bacterial resistance,310

we can ignore terms regarding other kinds of organisms (viruses, fungi, etc.) or
simply map them with the Other organisms concept.

Example: To continue with the guiding example, hospital databases in-
clude a list of local terms, denominated as master tables. If the master table
of microorganisms in the HIS contains a term entry E.COLI, with an identifier315

“111”, an individual with the name E.COLI belonging to the concept Escheri-
chia coli is added to the ontology. The identifier can be included as the value
of a data property (e.g. hasId). The same approach can be employed to map
antimicrobials, as depicted in Figure 4.
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Escherichia coli Ciprofloxacin

Moxifloxacin

Ofloxacin

Salmonella enterica

E. COLI

hasId = 111 

SALMONELLA ENTERICA

hasId = 112 

Ciprofloxacin

hasId = 'CIP' 

Moxifloxacin

hasId = 'MOX' 

Ofloxacin

hasId = 'OFL' 

Microorganism

Id Name

111 E.COLI

112 SALMONELLA ENTERICA

Drug

Id Name

CIP Ciprofloxacin

MOX Moxifloxacin

OFL Ofloxacin

CDSS Master tables

Figure 4: Example of mapping between local concepts and REO terms by asserting individuals
into the ontology. The local id is preserved in a data property in order to find the concept
easily.
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Rule Engine

Local populated ontologies

Knowledge Base
with inferred relationships

Facts from databaseKnowledge Base
with shared rules

Ontological reasoner

Rule Engine

Local populated ontologies

Facts from databaseKnowledge Base
with shared rules

Ontological reasoner

Extension

Queries during 

rule evaluation

(a) (b)

Figure 5: Strategies employed to extend reasoning properties: (a) Use an ontological reasoner
to generate a knowledge base with all the inferred types and rules; or (b) extend the production
rules engine to query the ontological reasoner during rule evaluation.

3.3. Step 3: Extending reasoning properties320

Once the REO has been defined (Step 1) and its instances have been mapped
and inserted into the knowledge base (Step 2), the aim of Step 3 is to extend the
reasoning properties of the production rule engine of the CDSS with ontology
reasoning.

This issue can be addressed by following two strategies: simulating ontology325

reasoning with rules or using an external ontological reasoner.

3.3.1. Step 3.a: Ontology reasoning simulation

When employing the first strategy, new production rules are added to the
knowledge base. In this case, ontology reasoning mechanisms must be identified
beforehand (see Figure 5.a). In practice, this strategy assumes essential abduc-330

tion methods, such as: A is a B , so if xA is of type A, then xA is also of type
B. In these cases, new rules are added to the knowledge base, simulating this
type of inferences.

The ontological reasoner is first used to infer all the concepts and relation-
ships related to individuals. A knowledge base for the target rule engine is then335

created, which contains all the inferred data. This knowledge base will be used
as a basis on which to define new rules that require ontological concepts.

For each individual in the REO, a rule is generated to assign the fact that
the individual represents to all the inferred concepts to which it belongs, which
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are also declared in the knowledge base. This process can be automatised, since340

all the information required (facts IDs, etc.) is available in the REO.
This knowledge base can be used as a starting point to define any rule

querying for the ontological concepts while working with the local terminology.
A similar approach is followed by some tools that translate OWL ontologies

into knowledge bases for specific production rule systems, such as CLIPS-OWL345

[23], which generates knowledge bases in the COOL language for CLIPS, or
RuQAR [26], which performs a similar task for Jess and Drools.

Example: According to the EUCAST guiding example, we can generate
Drools types and rules to link each concept with all its ontological inferred
types. As shown in Figure 6, for each concept in the REO, we can declare350

a trait, which is a type that can be dynamically assigned to any fact. In its
declaration, the extends clause allows us to indicate the antecedents of each
concept. Moreover, a rule is created for each individual in order to assign the
aforementioned types to the local concept (by using the don operator) when it
is present in the working memory. Since the id of the local concept is included355

within the ontology, this code can be generated automatically.

3.3.2. Step 3.b: External ontological reasoner

When using the second strategy, the rule engine is extended to query an
ontological reasoner concerning the relationships and concepts available in the
REO (see Figure 5.b).360

When the evaluation of the LHS of a rule makes it necessary to check whether
a specific fact is related to a concept, the ontological reasoner looks for that fact
within the ABox and infers all the related concepts. If the concepts found
contain that which is required, the rule can be fired.

Unlike the simulation strategy, the use of an ontological reasoner has a minor365

impact on rule definitions but requires the availability of a CDSS in order to
integrate external reasoner engines. That is, the CDSS implementation requires
the capacity to create plugins or extensions to the rules engine, which is not
possible in all cases. Examples of implementations exploiting this approach
have been developed for Drools [36], which allows the definition of new LHS370

operators, and for Prolog [37].

Example: A new operator, called isOfType can be declared in Drools as a
binary operator. The first argument will be a Microorganism or Drug type fact,
and the second argument will be a string representing the name of the concept
in the ontology. The operator will perform the following steps: i) Recover the Id375

from the local term passed as first parameter; ii) Look for the individual within
the ontology with this Id; iii) Query the ontological reasoner to infer all the types
for the individual; iv) Check whether the string passed as a second argument
coincides with the description of any of the inferred types. This signifies that
if the operator is called passing a microorganism with Id=111 and the string380

“Enterobacteriaceae” as arguments, it will recover the E.COLI individual, infer
all its types, find the Enterobacteriaceae concept among them and return TRUE.
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declare t r a i t Ente robac te r i a ceae extends Gram Negative end
declare t r a i t E s c h e r i c h i a c o l i extends Ente robac te r i a ceae end
declare t r a i t Sa lmone l l a en t e r i c a extends Ente robac te r i a ceae end

. . .

declare t r a i t F luoroqu ino lones extends Qu i n i l o n e an t i b a c t e r i a l s end
declare t r a i t C ip ro f l oxac i n extends Fluoroqu ino lones end
declare t r a i t Of loxac in extends Fluoroqu ino lones end
declare t r a i t Moxi f loxac in extends Fluoroqu ino lones end

. . .

rule ” C l a s s i f y microorganism 111−E. COLI”
when

$micro : Microorganism ( id == 111)
then

don( $micro , E s c h e r i c h i a c o l i . c l a s s ) ;
end

rule ” C l a s s i f y microorganism 112−SALMONELLA ENTERICA”
when

$micro : Microorganism ( id == 112)
then

don( $micro , Sa lmone l l a en t e r i c a . c l a s s ) ;
end
. . .
rule ” C l a s s i f y an t im i c r ob i a l CIP−Cip ro f l oxac i n ”
when

$drug : Drug ( id == ”CIP” )
then

don( $drug , C ip ro f l oxac i n . c l a s s ) ;
end

rule ” C l a s s i f y an t im i c r ob i a l OFL−Ofloxac in ”
when

$drug : Drug ( id == ”OFL” )
then

don( $drug , Of loxac in . c l a s s ) ;
end

rule ” C l a s s i f y an t im i c r ob i a l MOX−Moxi f loxac in ”
when

$drug : Drug ( id == ”MOX” )
then

don( $drug , Moxi f loxac in . c l a s s ) ;
end

Figure 6: Example of types and rules generated from the REO elements in Figures 3 and 4
so as to be able to use them in Drools.
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rule ” I n t e r p r e t i v e EUCAST Table 13 Rule 13 .5 ”
@id (”RPEUT13.R5”)
@altName(” In t e rp r e t i v e ru l e s for quinolones − Rule 13.5” )
@note1 (” Acquis i t ion of at l e a s t two ta rge t mutations . . . ” )
@evidenceGrade (”B”)

when
$c : Culture ( microorganism isOfType ” Ente robac te r i a ceae ” )
$astR1 : TestResult ( cu l tu r e == $c ,

an t im i c r ob i a l isOfType ” C ip ro f l oxac i n ” , i sR e s i s t a n t )
$drug : Drug ( this isOfType ” Fluoroqu ino lones ” )

then
Eucas t In f e r ence r = new Eucas t In f e r ence (

$c , ’RESISTANT ’ , $drug , d roo l s . getRule ( ) ,
new Explanation ( $c . getMicroorganism ( ) , ” i s a Ente robac te r i a ceae ” ) ,
new Explanation ( $astR1 , ” i n d i c a t e s r e s i s t a n c e to C ip ro f l oxac i n ” ) ,
new Explanation ( $drug , ” i s a f l u o r oqu ino l one a n t i b a c t e r i a l ” )

) ;
insert ( r ) ;

end

Figure 7: Example of EUCAST rule implemented thanks to the use of the custom operator
isOfType and the concepts available in the REO ontology.

3.4. Step 4: Implementing new rules

Once the CDSS is able to reason with the REO instances, the knowledge
extracted from the clinical sources in the form of production rules can be added385

to the knowledge base.
In this step, new concepts that could be ignored during Step 1 may be

required when coding the final rules. In this case, it might be necessary to
iterate in the methodology. Fortunately, thanks to the easy incorporation of
knowledge, ontologies and RBSs, it does not overload the design process.390

Example: According to the EUCAST example, Rule 13.5 is eventually
implemented in the CDSS knowledge base using Drools, as shown in Figure
7. First, the rule includes meta-data coded after the symbol ‘@ ’. These data
are used to code the explanation and evidence grade as indicated in the source
document, thus making it accessible to the CDSS when required. The LHS395

searches for cultures that confirm the presence of an Enterobacteriaceae and
its resistance to ciprofloxacin (in a linked TestResult fact). Moreover, the LHS
matches with any drug belonging to the fluoroquinolones group. When fired, the
rule creates a new fact indicating that the microorganism might also be resistant
to the fluoroquinolones member retrieved. Additionally, the new fact includes400

an explanation which contains the EUCAST rule that has been launched along
with its meta-data, and a textual explanation of the inferences performed for
validation.

3.5. Running Example

In this section, we illustrate the effects of and changes to the REO method-405

ology in a CDSS by means of the running example.
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B

C

Figure 8: Running example of REO methodology applied.

We assume that the rule-based CDSS is already running in a hospital. HIS
local terms are stored in master tables (MT) and include microorganisms and
drugs (Microorganism-MT and Drug-MT), along with other datasets regarding
patients. The original CDSS knowledge base consists of a set of facts, currently410

linked to local terms, and a set of clinical rules (original CDSS rules). For
example, Figure 8.A shows that an Escherichia coli microorganism is detected
in a patient’s culture. This microorganism fact is mapped onto the local term
111-E.COLI.

Following the proposed methodology, step 1 is carried out to obtain the415

reference ontology (REO), establishing taxonomies of microorganisms and an-
timicrobials. Steps 2 and 3a are then followed, and new rules are added to
the knowledge base. These rules allow ontological inferences to be run. For
instance, the first rule in Figure 8.B maps a microorganism fact of local term
111-E.COLI with the Escherichia coli concept of the REO. Moreover, once the420

fact has been mapped onto the ontology, the engine can infer that this fact is
also an instance of the Enterobacteriaceae concept.

Finally, the outcome of step 4 is the set of rules that model the knowledge
described in the EUCAST. These new rules are added to the knowledge base
and the CDSS system is ready to run the knowledge acquired (Figure 8.C).425
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4. Use Case: Antibiotic Susceptibility Testing

4.1. Clinical context: Susceptibility and EUCAST rules

When an infection is diagnosed in hospitals, a sample is taken from the pa-
tient and then analysed in the microbiology laboratory in order to determine
to which species the microorganism causing the infection belongs. An antimi-430

crobial susceptibility test is also performed: the microorganism is exposed to
different concentrations of a set of antimicrobials so as to study its reaction
and estimate the outcome of clinical therapies. Depending on the antimicrobial
concentration in which the microorganism dies or stops growing, it is reported
as resistant, which indicates that a treatment with the antibiotic will not suc-435

ceed in stopping the infection, or susceptible, which suggests the contrary. An
intermediate susceptibility can also be reported, which suggests an intermediate
or uncertain clinical effect of the antimicrobial.

The European Committee on Antimicrobial Susceptibility Testing (EUCAST)
is a healthcare organism that deals with many aspects of antimicrobial suscept-440

ibility testing and harmonizes the guidelines from different European countries
[38]. EUCAST additionally publishes a set of expert rules with the aim of as-
sisting microbiologists with susceptibility test results. For example, the rules
are used to suggest new (inferred) susceptibilities for agents that are actually
non-tested or to recommend actions as regards reporting to clinicians. They445

are based on clinical and/or microbiological evidence, and some rules have an
evidence degree, exceptions or comments attached to them. These meta-data
play a key role when deciding on a treatment.

EUCAST expert rules are organized in tables, in which each row is considered
as a rule. We use X.Y to denote the rule in table X row Y . Tables 1 to 4 contain450

intrinsic resistance rules, while Tables 5 to 7 are exceptional phenotypes and
Tables 8 to 13 include interpretative rules. They are defined mostly over species
of bacteria (e.g. IF Streptococcus pneumoniae is resistant to ... THEN ...),
but also over families, classes and other groups of bacteria. These rules could
similarly be defined over a specific antimicrobial or over a group of them. Table455

1 shows an example of EUCAST interpretive rules, from rule 13.1 to 13.5 (those
used in the guiding example above), focused on a group of antimicrobials named
quinolones [3].

4.2. Technological context

We have applied our methodology to a running CDSS denominated as the460

Wise Antimicrobial Sterwardship Program Support System (WASPSS) [39, 40].
The main objective of WASPSS is to provide support for antimicrobial stew-
ardship at a hospital. The system uses Extract, Transform and Load (ETL)
processes and an HL7 interface to gather information from other hospital sys-
tems and generate reports, alerts and a timeline view of patient’s records by465

means of a web-based interface.
WASPSS is being used at the University Hospital of Getafe, Spain, and

is currently being evaluated in another eight hospitals in Spain. Laboratory
and pharmacy systems are different from one hospital to another and different
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Rule
no.

Organism Agents
tested

Affected
agents

Rule Evidence
grade

13.1 Staphilococcus
spp.

Ofloxacin,
ciprofloxa-
cin, levo-
floxacin, and
moxifloxacin

Fluoroquinolones
(all)

IF resistant to ofloxacin
or ciprofloxacin, but not
to levofloxacin or moxi-
floxacin, THEN report
warning of risk for devel-
opment of resistance dur-
ing therapy with quino-
lones

C

13.2 Staphilococcus
spp.

Levofloxacin
and moxi-
floxacin

Fluoroquinolones
(all)

IF resistant to levo-
floxacin or moxifloxacin,
THEN report as resistant
to all fluoroquinilones

C

13.3 Streptococcus
pneumoniae

Ofloxacin,
ciprofloxa-
cin, levo-
floxacin and
moxifloxacin

Fluoroquinolones
(all)

IF resistant to ofloxacin
or ciprofloxacin, but not
to levofloxacin or moxi-
floxacin, THEN report
warning that acquisition
of a first-step mutation
may lead to resistance de-
velopment under therapy
with other quinolones

C

13.4 Streptococcus
pneumoniae

Levofloxacin
and moxi-
floxacin

Fluoroquinolones
(all)

IF resistant to levo-
floxacin or moxifloxacin,
THEN report as resistant
to al fluoroquinolones

B

13.5 Enterobacteriaceae Ciprofloxacin Fluoroquinolones
(all)

IF resistant to ciprofloxa-
cin, THEN report as res-
istant to all fluoroquino-
lones

B

Table 1: Example of interpretive rules of quinolones from EUCAST [3]. Rule no.: rule
identifier of EUCAST; Agent tested : antimicrobials tested in laboratory; Affected agents:
antimicrobials whose effects are inferred by the rule; Rule: description of the expert rule; and
Evidence Grade: A, B or C, with A being the strongest evidence grade and C the least.
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terminologies are, therefore, used for similar concepts. In order to incorporate470

global expert rules into WASPSS, we developed and tested the methodology
described above.

WASPSS stores the information gathered in a database management system,
and interfaces with Drools [9] to allow rule-based reasoning. This makes it
possible for the system to use complex alerts, which are defined as rules by475

knowledge engineers and clinicians.

4.3. REO Methodology Implementation

The team in charge of the implementation of the methodology was composed
of two knowledge engineers and the head of the Infection Control Committee
at the collaborating hospital. We additionally used Protégé v.5.2.0 [41] for the480

revision and curation of the REO and its mappings.

4.3.1. Step 1: REO using ATC and NCBI

We first designed a REO according to the terms described in EUCAST [3].
These rules are defined over families and species of bacteria and different groups
of antimicrobials, and an ontology with the complex taxonomies is, therefore,485

required.
Although there are taxonomies of bacteria, the discovery of new species

and similarities at genome level among previously misclassified species leads
to different classifications. In this case, we have chosen the public organisms
taxonomy created and maintained by the NCBI [29]. The NCBI taxonomy490

currently contains a total of 552,750 terms. There are concepts for a wide
range of organisms, from viruses to extinct species. Of these, 24,481 belong
to the bacteria rank and 18,224 represent bacteria species. We pruned this
ontology to those bacterial species used in clinical practice only, and added
some extra concepts, such as Gram-negative bacteria, which is not included495

in the original taxonomy and is required by the EUCAST rules. Finally, our
REO for microorganisms consists of 1,714 concepts, 804 of which belong to the
microorganisms’ species.

Another standard clinical terminology was needed for antimicrobials. We
used the available ATC classification [27]. The original ATC taxonomy con-500

tains more than 1,900 pharmacological compounds, some of which are repeated
when used for pathologies in different organs. For our REO, we selected only
those in the J - Antiinfectives for systemic use main group: that containing
the antimicrobials used in our setting. We additionally included some of the
concepts required for EUCAST rule definitions, such as Ureidopenicillins and505

Isoxazolyl penicillins. Finally, 584 concepts were stored in our REO for antimi-
crobials, with 466 children concepts denoting specific antimicrobial compounds.

We decided to maintain some extra terms that were not directly related to
EUCAST rules (e.g. viruses, fungi, parasites, antibiotics not used in the hos-
pital, etc.) in search of a compromise between the minimum coverage objective510

and the availability of terms for future extensions. It took one week to code
the scripts used to generate the OWL files from the source ontologies and prune
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them according to our requirements, and an extra week was needed to revise
and correct the resulting ontology.

4.3.2. Step 2: Mapping515

The master tables to be mapped with our REO belong to two different hos-
pital systems: microbiology (microorganisms) and pharmacy (antimicrobials).
However, both tables are integrated into WASPSS and we, therefore, have access
to all of the terms required from the rules engine.

The microorganisms master table contains a numerical ID and the descrip-520

tion of the infectious agent. In most cases, it is a bacteria species. However,
a small number of elements describe other circumstances, such as “unidentified
bacillus” or “Gram-positive cocci”, because they are used to report preliminary
test results.

The mapping was carried out using a semi-automated procedure: first, an525

initial automatic mapping by name was performed, linking each local term to
the ontology class with the same description; a manual mapping was then per-
formed with the unclassified terms. Finally, 1,285 local terms were matched
with ontological concepts, 221 of which were included in the “Not classified”
class, including vague terms, obsolete IDS and other terms which needed a530

more thorough classification.
With regard to the pharmacy table, the WASPSS system already contained

the ATC codes for most of the drugs available and the mapping could, therefore,
be carried out by means of a direct code match. The exceptions were some
mixtures, such as decontamination products used in the intensive care unit.535

Finally, a total of 243 local terms were mapped onto concepts, 11 of which were
included in the Other antimicrobials class.

It took two days to code the scripts required to perform the automatic
matching of terms for both ontologies, and an extra week to tune the resulting
mapping manually.540

4.3.3. Step 3: production rules and ontologies

Drools, the RBS used in WASPSS, allows user-defined operators that can
be included in the LHS of a rule. We were, therefore, able to test both the
approaches for firing production rules based on ontological concepts suggested
in Step 3:545

• Step 3 - Option a: Ontology reasoning simulation. The classes present
in the ontology were included as new types in Drools, and the local as-
serted terms were inserted as facts. A rule was created for each fact,
linking it with the types inferred by the ontological reasoner. A total of
2,298 new types were generated to denote each REO concept, and 1,528550

new rules were created to link each local term to them. This task was
performed using the traits capability from Drools, which allows dynamic
multi-hierarchical typing, as shown in previous examples. It took three
days to code and test the scripts which were employed to navigate the
REO and generate the Drools code according to it. It is also possible to555
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EUCAST
Table

Available
Fully

implemented
Partially

implemented
Not

implemented

Intrinsic
resistance

rules1

1 18 18 0 0
2 7 7 0 0
3 5 5 0 0
4 14 14 0 0

Exceptional
phenotypes

rules1

5 7 7 0 0
6 8 8 0 0
7 2 2 0 0

Interpretive
rules2

8 6 2 0 4
9 3 0 1 2
10 4 3 0 1
11 5 2 1 2
12 10 6 3 1
13 8 7 0 1

Table 2: Summary of the EUCAST rules available in different sources, along with the number
that are fully implemented, partially implemented, or could not be included in our CDSS.

use RuQAR to perform this task, although the resulting knowledge bases
are different, as explained in Section 5.

• Step 3 - Option b: External ontological reasoner. In this case, a new
binary operator is used when we need to check whether a bacterium or
antimicrobial is related to a particular concept and no extra rules are,560

therefore, required. We specifically used HermiT [18] to perform the on-
tology reasoning required during concept evaluation. It took one week to
study the expansion capabilities of Drools and to code and test the new
binary operator.

4.3.4. Step 4: computing EUCAST rules565

Finally, we implemented the EUCAST rules using the REO terms as a basis.
However, not all the rules could be implemented because some of them require
antimicrobial test parameters that are not available in the CDSS, or because
they suggest that additional tests should be made rather than inferring a phen-
otype. For example, rule 13.7 indicates IF a Haemophilus influenzae is resist-570

ant in nalidixic acid disk diffusion screen test, THEN determine MIC of the
fluoroquinolone to be used in therapy., yet neither the kind of test (disk diffu-
sion) nor the Minimum Inhibitory Concentration (MIC) values are available in
our system. The rules eventually implemented are listed in Table 2.

When a rule is fired, it inserts a fact indicating the inference performed. The575

CDSS uses these new facts in different ways, depending on the source rule:

• Facts from intrinsic resistance rules: Used to detect inconsistencies in AST
results and wo warn of possible ineffective treatments.

1Rules extracted from [42]
2Rules extracted from [3]
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• Facts from exceptional phenotypes rules: Used to detect inconsistencies
in AST results.580

• Facts from interpretive rules: Used to detect inconsistencies in AST res-
ults, to complete AST reports and to warn of possible ineffective treat-
ments.

We initially extracted the EUCAST expert rules from [3]. It took approx-
imately two weeks to code the EUCAST rules, and an extra week to perform585

some tests on them.
In a later publication [42], the intrinsic and exceptional rules were revised

to take into consideration the recent changes in phenotypes in many species. It
took an extra week to perform a second iteration of the methodology in order
to update and test the new resistance patterns. Extra rules were also extracted590

from the headings of some EUCAST tables, which include knowledge such as
“Gram-positive bacteria are also intrinsically resistant to aztreonam, temocillin,
polymyxin B/colistin and nalidixic acid”. Despite not having a specific rule
number within the EUCAST document, these resistance patterns were coded
as extra Drools rules.595

Finally, a total of 48 Drools rules for intrinsic resistances, 17 for exceptional
phenotypes and 25 for interpretive resistances were coded.

5. Performance experiments

One key aspect for a successful acquisition of new knowledge in a CDSS
is the scalability of the methodology. The number of rules to implement, the600

concepts in use and the implementation of the methodology are essential factors
for scalability. We therefore analyse and discuss the differences in performance
between the approaches described in Step 3 as regards the size of the REO to
be queried and the number of expert rules to be executed.

5.1. Scalability study605

We tested three different approaches for Step 3: two based on Step 3.a and
one for Step 3.b. We specifically used:

• A custom initial knowledge base. We followed the explanation in Step
3.a to build a script with which to transform all available classes in the
ontology into traits in Drools, and to create rules to assign each fact to610

its most specific class in the ontology.

• An initial knowledge base created with RuQAR. We used the RuQAR tool
to convert the ontological relationships into Drools rules. This basically
transforms each available axiom into a rule that asserts facts of a Triple
kind, which contains a subject, a predicate and an object emulating the615

triples used to describe ontologies in the Semantic Web. For example, if
Escherichia Coli is a subclass of Enterobacteriaceae in the ontology, a rule
will be created to search for triples linking any subject to Escherichia coli
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with the type predicate, and will insert a Triple linking that subject to En-
terobacteriaceae also by the type predicate. Additionally, the individuals620

within the ABox are directly converted into Triple objects. These objects
must be inserted as facts before starting the forward chaining reasoning
process.

• A custom operator which delegates ontology reasoning to HermiT. We
followed the idea described in Step 3.b to create a custom binary operator625

with which to ask the ontological reasoner whether a fact is related to a
class within the ontology.

We built test ontologies with different numbers of classes, from approxim-
ately 100 to 1,000, with the objective of measuring the relevance of the onto-
logy size as regards its performance. These ontologies were subsets of our final630

ontology of microorganisms. We additionally created sets of rules that check
whether a specific microorganism belongs to a species that is present in the
ontology, simulating the requirements of an expert rule to be launched.

Three sets of 100, 500 and 1,000 “expert” rules were created with the ob-
jective of testing the impact of the number of rules launched.635

All the experiments were executed on an Intel Xeon E5 at 3.60 Ghz with 8
GB of RAM and by running Windows 10, Drools 7.5.0 and HermiT 1.3.8.

5.2. Results

We measured two relevant factors: a) the time required to create the know-
ledge base, that is, the time that it takes Drools to compile all the rules and640

prepare them to be launched, and b) the time required to execute all the rules.
Each experiment was repeated 100 times in order to obtain relevant measures.
Figure 9 depicts the mean times obtained for the initialization (Figure 9a) and
execution (Figure 9b) of the knowledge base, depending on the number of classes
in the ontology and the number of expert rules available.645

As shown in these figures, the approach based on the definition of a custom
operator performs better as regards both the initialization and execution. When
creating an initial knowledge base, the approach based on RuQAR performs
better than our custom approach during initialization, yet it is slower during
execution. These results are discussed in detail in the following section.650

5.3. Discussion

The results of the experiments show that the worst performance time in rule
execution was attained when creating an initial knowledge base using RuQAR,
while an intermediate performance was obtained with knowledge base creation.
Furthermore, the knowledge base generated follows a similar conceptual ap-655

proach to that used by Semantic Web techniques, relying on triples for the
representation of relationships, which leads to a less clear rule definition than
the examples shown in Figures 6 and 7. However, RuQAR is easy to use and
a knowledge base can be obtained from an OWL file with a few lines of code.
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Figure 9: Comparison of the mean time required by the proposed approaches to combine
ontologies and production rules during the building of the knowledge base (a) and during
rule execution (b). The graphs are divided into three parts, each of which shows the results
obtained with different numbers of expert rules.
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Furthermore, since it is a general solution, it can capture more complex ontolo-660

gical relationships (equality, reflexivity, etc.) than the other approaches, which
are focused mostly on the subsumption of terms.

On the contrary, our approach for generating a custom knowledge base on
the basis of dynamic typing performs worst in knowledge base creation, while it
performs intermediately in rule execution. Using this approach requires skills in665

OWL in order to create a script that is capable of parsing the local ontologies.
However, this strategy could be adapted to production rules engines other than
Drools.

Finally, the use of a custom operator leads to the best performance as re-
gards both initialization and execution. The knowledge base creation time is670

not affected by the ontology size because it does not require extra rule or type
definitions. This is an additional advantage for maintenance, since with the
previous approaches, a change in the ontology makes it obligatory to regenerate
the files containing the initial knowledge base. Furthermore, the queries to the
HermiT reasoner seem to be sufficiently fast to be executed while the rules are675

being evaluated without an excessive impact on the execution time. However,
the development of a new operator requires advanced skills in Drools program-
ming. Furthermore, it may not be possible to use this approach with a different
rule engine since the definition of custom operators is not always permitted.

6. Related Work680

The adoption of mechanisms with which to exchange knowledge among
CDSSs has been widely analysed in recent years. In [43–45], the models used to
acquire knowledge and grant the interoperability of CDSSs are reviewed. Based
on such studies, we group the recent research available in literature as: termin-
ologies, interpretable structures, logic specifications, semantic technologies and685

methodologies.
Clinical terminologies are the essential core of modern CDSSs and the first

step required to allow logic constructions of clinical rules. In our opinion, this is
the lowest level of modelling, required when an accurate description and stand-
ard language are needed. According to the studies carried out in [46], the clinical690

performance can improve by about 20% when using such standards. CDSSs are
domain dependent systems and the terminology adopted, therefore, depends on
the specific clinical problem, such as ICD for disease description, or ATC for
pharmacy codification. However, as [44] highlights, the myriad of classifications
is the main barrier to adopting the most suitable clinical terminology with which695

to acquire and transfer knowledge in CDSSs. In our case study, NCBI and ATC
were selected under the supervision of clinical experts.

Interpretable structures are used in CDSSs when data models need to inter-
operate. From a computational point of view, these structures can be considered
as the syntax level of data processing. According to systematic reviews in lit-700

erature [44], HL7 CDA is perhaps the most widely studied and extended to
represent medical records and messages between institutions. Archetype-based
proposals approach the problem from a knowledge maintenance and stability
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perspective. Archetypes are computable definitions of clinical concepts, specify-
ing clinical content for its re-use and sharing. In [47], the use of openEHR and705

archetypes is studied in order to intercommunicate medical records and CDSSs.
The interpretable structures focus on providing medical record mechanisms for
their interoperation in the form of constrained descriptions of data structures,
which are relatively complex. However, the reasoning capacities of rule-based
CDSSs are limited and, in some cases, cannot directly manage this type of710

constraint models. In [43], the authors analyse the suitability of clinical data
standards (HL7 vMR, HL7 CDA, ISO/CEN 13606 and openEHR archetypes)
as regards supporting CDSS, and propose an evaluation methodology. This
study identifies key drawbacks and states the benefits of collaboration between
standardisation initiatives in order to advance an adequate support of CDSSs.715

Logic specifications are needed to share any kind of clinical algorithms, in-
cluding the recommendations from clinical guidelines (CG) and the knowledge
management approaches that have appeared in recent literature [44]. Great
efforts have been made to study the executable elements of a computerised
clinical guideline, often requiring specific guideline languages such as ASBRU,720

GLIF or ProFORMA [48]. These approaches mainly focus on clinical guideline
structures and the expressibility needs of the computational language required.
Very little attention is paid to how the CG language and rule-based systems
can interact. In [49], we propose the use of BPMN and DRL to encapsulate
rule-based decision actions within a clinical activity flow of a CG. Some other725

researchers focus their attention on clinical knowledge representation and man-
agement. Arden syntax structures medical decisions in the form of interpretable
rules, modularised in the MLM components as part of the HL7 standard [50].

Semantic Web technologies have been tested for CDSS development. For
example, the knowledge of clinical pathways is modelled in [51] using Semantic730

technologies and tested in standardised caesarian interventions in order to pre-
dict outcomes in a maternity department. The essential Semantic Web architec-
ture is presented in this work, describing a reference ontology as a formalism of
the representation and exchange of knowledge. SWRL-rule-based methods are
used for temporal reasoning purposes. Some other efforts focus on improving735

current standards with Semantic technologies. For example, in [52], the authors
identify the lack of integration between archetype definitions and clinical on-
tologies. Lezcano et al. propose a method with which to translate archetype
definitions of openEHR into OWL and then use SWRL for inferring purposes.
In [53], we developed tools for the acquisition and management of medical know-740

ledge for diagnosis using deep-causal models by employing a tailored ontology in
paediatric departments and intensive care units. More recently, the use of the
Linked Data architecture paradigm has been proposed to define the specific-
ations of CDSS services [54]. Semantic representations of CDSS components
are used to ease the interoperability and reuse of knowledge. However, these745

proposals are tested in scenarios in which new implementations of the CDSS
knowledge base are possible. Despite the advantages of ontology reasoning, the
reimplementation of the system is costly in existing rule-based CDSS scenarios
and other alternatives should, perhaps, be considered.
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An alternative option in such scenarios is the integration of ontologies into750

databases and production rules. The use of production rules to support clin-
ical decisions is a mature field, although ontology integration is still an open
research topic [55]. There is a wealth of proposals with which to map database
data and ontological concepts [56], or to generate domain-specific ontologies
from data contained in relational tables [57]. Furthermore, tools with which755

to translate ontological relationships into production rules have been developed
[25, 26]. Despite the efforts made, the specific requirements of clinical contexts
are not considered in the aforementioned proposals. We believe that the REO
methodology is a clear contribution in this direction.

Despite the advances made as regards the acceptance of CDSS in daily prac-760

tice, little efforts have recently been made to develop methodologies with which
to extract and integrate knowledge for CDSS. The work described in [5] presents
a knowledge engineering methodology that can be used to develop the know-
ledge base of a CDSS using HL7 RIM and ontologies to represent patient data.
The proposed methodology focuses on the traditional knowledge cycle (acquisi-765

tion, representation, application and evaluation). Knowledge is retrieved using
semantic technologies in the form of SPARQL queries. In [6], the objective of
the Knowledge Quality Assessment (KQA) is to improve the quality of know-
ledge acquired for CDSSs using Semantic Web technologies. One novel aspect
of KQA is the definition of specific metrics in order to quantify the sources,770

context and applicability of the knowledge available. We believe that KQA and
our methodology are complementary. While KQA focuses on quality indicators
for knowledge acquisition during the design process, our proposal can be used
as an implementation guideline.

7. Conclusion775

In this paper, we have studied how knowledge is acquired and transferred in
rule-based CDSSs already running in hospitals. We propose a straightforward
4-step methodology based on a reference ontology (REO). The objective of our
methodology is to balance the importance placed on supporting the acquisition
of new knowledge supported by ontologies and to preserve the current CDSS780

reasoning architecture and local hospital terminologies. We have successfully
applied our approach in WASPSS, a running CDSS, in order to share expert
rules in a EUCAST antimicrobial testing problem.

In order to explore the most suitable implementation of the methodology
proposed, we tested three different strategies concerning the use of ontologies785

and rule engines: a) using a custom initial knowledge base derived from ontolo-
gical relationships, b) using a similar approach, but employing RuQAR, and c)
using a custom operator which delegates to an ontological reasoner. The third
approach performs better in our setting, yet it is more difficult to implement
than the others. Despite the fact that our empirical data is limited to Drools and790

HermiT, the main results obtained may be useful when deciding which strategy
to follow in other scenarios.
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In future work, we intend to extend our reference ontology by integrating
and linking ontologies with adverse drug reactions. We additionally intend to
use the rule-based approach as a basis on which to acquire other sources of795

knowledge, such as the procedural knowledge contained in clinical guidelines or
models obtained with data mining techniques.
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